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Preparation of Email Data 
 
One of the big challenges of email analysis turned out to be the need to prepare the email data for 
analysis.  We collected emails from three voting Commission members and one non-voting 
member who a member of city staff.  Each of these individuals used a different email system.  
Various challenges were encountered in standardizing the data for use in Condor, our social 
network analysis software.   
 
The three voting members used these email systems: 

• Outlook 
• Yahoo mail 
• Winmail (an early Windows email program) 

 
The nonvoting city staff member used Outlook, but the copies of his emails that we received were 
pdf files.  These files were not readable by Condor.  We sampled his messages to see if they were 
included in the data we had obtained from the other three Commission members.  It appeared that 
almost all if not all messages from the city staff member were included in the data from the other 
three Commission members.  Therefore, we decided not to try include the pdf files in the Condor 
analysis, since translating the pdf files into files readable by Condor would have been exceedingly 
cumbersome. 
 
The lesson learned for the future is that we may need to work closely with city staff if we want to 
obtain .pst versions of city staff emails.  The barriers in this case were 1) a lack of technical 
expertise on the part of the city staff person who responds to requests for information, 2) a legal 
concern on the part of city staff with protecting the identities of people who send email to city staff, 
3) a shortage of time on the part of city staff, and 4) the novelty of our request. 
 
Given the variety of email systems that people may use, we identified three general ways to collect 
email for social network analysis using Condor:   
 

1) Using the Condor network analysis software itself to gather email from a web server, for 
example Yahoo or Gmail programs. 

2) Locating a Microsoft Outlook .pst file on a hard drive and converting it for analysis using 
Condor 

3) Obtaining email in another type of software program, such as Winmail, which is built into 
the Windows Vista operating system. 

 
1) Using Condor to Collect Email from a Web Server 

The Condor software program has a mail collector built into it which allows for retrieving 
email that is stored on an imap or pop server.  To retrieve email using Condor there are 3 basic 
steps: 
1. Open the Fetch Mail function in Condor 
2. Complete the mail form (see below).  It is possible to collect just structure (To-From) or 

both structure and content. 
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3. Once the “start” is clicked, authentication to the mail server is accomplished and mailboxes 
can be selected for download into Condor.  It might take a while to download the mail if 
there are thousands of emails.  See the instructional video available on YouTube at:  
http://youtu.be/BFo57cz9Jx0 

 
2)  Collecting Email from Outlook on a PC: 

There are four versions of Outlook:  2003, 2007, 2010, 2013.  They all use .pst files.  The goal 
is to archive a .pst of the email and then move it to a usb drive. 
1. Create a new .pst (e.g. Name_EAGER.pst) 
2. Create a new folder to save the email in the new .pst 
3. Search for emails in Outlook using key words or just by scrolling through the email box on 

Outlook.  Ideally there is a specific folder (Inbox, Sent, Project) and it is possible to copy 
the contents of the folder to the newly created .pst.   

4. Use Windows Explorer to copy the new .pst to a usb drive. 
5. Note:  Condor does not analyze any attachments to email, only the email itself.  This is a 

significant limitation since attachments are often significant.  We ended up downloading 
those separately. 

6. Convert the Outlook .pst emails to a Eudora format that Condor will analyze.  Refer to 
Condor Converter_Notes_V3.doc for instructions.  For more information about saving 
data to .pst files see:  http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/outlook-help/create-an-

outlook-data-file-pst-to-save-your-information-HA010355677.aspx  
 
3)  Collecting Email from a Winmail program on a PC running Vista: 

1. Open Winmail and locate the mailbox(es) with the email to be collected for analysis. 
2. Create a new folder on the PC’s desktop to store the emails that will be copied for analysis. 
3. Scroll through the emails in the Winmail folders and copy each of the relevant emails into 

the new desktop folder simply using the “copy” and “paste” commands.  The emails will 
have the extension .eml.  Copy the desktop folder to a usb drive. 

4. On another PC with Winmail installed and running Microsoft Outlook, copy the folder 
from the USB drive to the PC’s desktop.  Using the import functions, import the emails 
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first into Winmail and then from Winmail into Outlook.  Then follow the steps to collect 
email from Outlook in item number 2) above. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


